TREASURE
P R O D U C T S

detectors with a pulse

Vibra-PhoneTM 280
Replace Sound with Vibration
Don’t like wearing headphones?
Difficult to hear tones & whistles?
Need to hear sounds around you while hunting?
Then the Vibra-Phone 280 is for you!

Just clip the Vibra-Phone 280 to your detector and plug it into the headphone jack
in place of your headphones. Vibra-Phone 280 vibrates to indicate your target.
Vibra-Phone 280 uses a standard 9V battery. There are two adjustments; One
sets the sensitivity or level when the unit will start vibrating and the other converts
a short pulse of vibration to a longer pulse if needed. Set it once to match your
detector.
Vibra-Phone 280 works with all common detector models. Enjoy the freedom of
never having to wear headphones again!
Specifications: Length: 6" - Weight: 8 oz. - Power: 9v Battery (Included)
1 year warranty - Made in the USA - $79.95 US

E-Z SwingTM
Metal Detector Harness
Arms and shoulders get tired swinging that heavy detector?
Mine sure did! That’s why we invented EZ-Swing!
E-Z Swing works by distributing the weight to your waist utilizing a velcro attached web belt. Two attached flexible
crossed bands and shoulder pads make it comfortable to wear without tiring your neck or shoulders.
E-Z swing is fully adjustable and
made to last. It comes complete with
a collecting pouch and carrying bag.
The belt and pouch can also be used
without the harness.
Two attached unique straps can
secure the web belt to your normal
belt thereby counterbalancing the
weight of your detector and tools.
Best of all, it really works! You can
completely relax your arm and make
perfect swings all day long.
1 year warranty - Made in the USA - $79.95 US
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